
WEIGHT & WAITING

QUANTUM FITNESS

HORMONES AND YOU 

When you are a 10 your body becomes immortal 
 

When you become a 5 your body changes sexes and builds false identities that require
codependency based attachments to “feel and fill” the void of self.

 
We technically become a parasite to a host that “has” what we are lacking or NEED. 

 
We also attract abuse from what we believe will keep us at 5 for self preservation.

 
We Become both empaths and narcissists!

 
A brain that is not in unity is a brain at war

 
YOU WILL MANIFEST WAR around you 
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See the difference here between the 
“Masculine allowed” verse the “Masucline not allowed” 

Masculine allowed 
 1.  I provide - Intuition and action 
Adrenaline, testosterone, cortisol, dopamine, serotonin, melatonin, oxytocin
“I am a 10!”

Masucline not allowed
Loss of masuline manifestation power will not be as it seems. 

It will take the role of victim or perpetrator.  
1.  I don't provide- victim I am lacking - abandonment 
2.  I have to provide - perpetrator I am better than this - rejection
Notice the difference in hormones avail and depleted from the negative perspective.
Adrenaline, cortisol testosterone oestrogen.

No serotonin or melatonin will be avail after the cortisol uses every ounce for
repressed anger and depression.

Dopamine will need to come from outside sources such as attention, food, exercise,
fantasizing or hunting something NEW!
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Same goes for each hormone. 

(chart to follow soon) 

Each masculine and feminie quality each from the palace of 10 create the essential
vitality to build a body forever. Joy will be the reward. Satisfied will be personality and
a proud non arrogant sense of accomplishment fuels expansion and opens up
possibilities for new desire to BE MORE 

The other side when the provider is victim or perpetrator is stripped of growth and
uses steroid based hormones and sugar to be LESS than a man biologically speaking.
Less natural ability to hear and see female desire, 
Lack of drive 
Lack of commitment 
Lack of trust 
Lack of confidence 
Lack of awareness 
Lack of satisfied state of being 
Searches for joy 
Seeds without building 
Creates false mask to hide body biology  

Hince the modern man and the the brain inside a “ strong womens head”
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